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Abstract 

Proteins are among the most complex molecules in the cell and they 
play a major role in life itself. The complexity is not restricted to just 
structure and function, but also embraces the protein folding reaction. 
Within the field of protein folding, the focus of this thesis is on the 
features of the folding transition state in terms of growing contacts, 
common nucleation motifs and the contribution of charged residues to 
stability and folding kinetics.  

During the resent decade, the importance of a certain residue in struc-
ture formation has been deduced from φ-value analysis. As a comple-
ment to φ-value analysis, I present how scatter in a Hammond plot is 
related to site-specific information of contact formation, φ´(βTS), and 
this new formalism was experimentally tested on the protein L23. The 
results show that the contacts with highest φ growth at the barrier top 
were distributed like a second layer outside the folding nucleus. This 
contact layer is the critical interactions needed to be formed to over-
come the entropic barrier.  

Furthermore, the nature of the folding nucleus has been shown to be 
very similar among proteins with homologous structures and, in the 
split β−α−β family the proteins favour a two-strand-helix motif. Here 
I show that the two-strand-helix motif is also present in the ribosomal 
protein S6 from A. aeolicus even though the nucleation and core com-
position of this protein differ from other related structure-homologues.  

In contrast to nucleation and contact growth, which are events driven 
by the hydrophobic effect, my most recent work is focused on electro-
static effects. By pH titration and protein engineering the charge con-
tent of S6 from T. thermophilus was altered and the results show that 
the charged groups at the protein surface might not be crucial for pro-
tein stability but, indeed, have impact on folding kinetics. Further-
more, by site-specific removal of all acidic groups the entire pH de-
pendence of protein stability was depleted.   
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Abbreviations 

  
TSE Transition-state ensemble 
TS Transition state 
N Native state 
D Denatured state 
ASA Accessible surface area 
GdmCl Guanidinium hydrochloride 
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance 
CD Circular dichroism 
S6T S6 from Thermus thermophilus 
S6A S6 from Aquifex aeolicus 
wt wild type variant of protein 
  
  
  
  
  

 



Introduction 

Proteins are essential molecules of life and are composed of folded 
chains of amino acids linked together by peptide bonds. The 20 differ-
ent amino acids have special chemical properties; hydrophobic, polar, 
charged, small or bulky and will contribute both individually as well 
as together to the structure and function of the native protein. As a 
role, the polypeptide chain is organised in three different ways; α-
helices, β-sheet and β-turns, driven by the need to satisfy as many 
backbone hydrogen bonds as possible. These so called secondary 
structure elements could be described as topological building blocks 
of the protein. Even though the majority of backbone hydrogen bonds 
are satisfied by making α-helices, β-sheet and β-turns these structures 
are still not optimal in a polar solvent like water. There will remain 
unpaired hydrogen-bond partners in the polypeptide backbone as well 
as many hydrophobic side chain groups pointing out towards the polar 
solvent and they need to be protected in some way. This is done by a 
final organisation where the hydrophobic parts are packed against 
each other in the interior of the protein whereas the polar residues on 
the surface are pointing out towards the solvent. The resulting globu-
lar structure, referred to as tertiary structure, is typically the functional 
native state of the protein. Still, for some proteins, one more level of 
structure is necessary to satisfy structural and functional demands. 
That is multi-domain formation where two or more tertiary structure 
elements (domains) gets together to form a large quaternary complex.     

Protein folding: random or not? 
 

A polypeptide chain composed of a certain amino-acid sequence 
always folds into the same three-dimensional functional structure. 
How this is done is one of the remaining biological events left to un-
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derstand, the protein folding problem. Is it a random process or are 
there factors that guide the protein to reach the right form?  

Levinthal raised this question in the late 1960’s (Levinthal 1968), 
pointing out that if a 100 amino acid long polypeptide chain had to 
search throughout all possible conformations by random diffusion it 
would take about 1026 years to find the right structure. In reality, a 
typical protein folds within seconds to minutes. The molecular factors 
that allow the chain to directly find the unique native structure must 
thus be buried in the amino acid sequence.  

In addition, the amino acid sequence seems to contain a guard sys-
tem that prevents misfolding and aggregation which could otherwise 
cause severe diseases such as ALS (Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) and 
Alzheimer’s disease. A complete understanding of the folding reaction 
and protein stability will allow us to design artificial proteins in vitro 
and interfere with protein misfolding diseases.  
 

When looking at the protein folding process in detail and define the 
reaction as a thermodynamic reversible reaction in which pressure and 
temperature are constant, the Gibbs free energy (∆G) can be applied.  

 

∆G = ∆H-T∆S   (1) 

 

where, H is the enthalpy which describes the energy the system gains 
upon bond formation and S is the entropy which is the energy that the 
system gains by increasing the conformational freedom. In a chemical 
reaction, at any given condition, the state with lowest free energy will 
be populated and the protein folding reaction is not an exception.  

However, the folding reaction does not only include the protein 
molecule itself, one also has to consider the enthalpy and entropy of 
the surrounding water as it interacts and affect the protein to a large 
extent (Fersht 1999). The exact action of water is a question not yet 
solved and will be discussed later in this thesis.  
 

The enthalpy of the unfolded protein of which hydrophilic and hy-
drophobic amino acids are exposed to the polar solvent, is low be-
cause of few intramolecular bonds. However, the entropy of the poly-
peptide chain is gained because of high conformational freedom. Con-
sidering the water molecules surrounding the unfolded protein, it is 
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believed to coordinate the hydrophobic residues by making hydrogen 
bonds to one another, like a shell. Hence, enthalpy is gained but, as a 
consequence, the conformational freedom is reduced. When the pro-
tein folds and the hydrophobic residues are protected inside the core, 
the ordered water structure is to some extent disrupted and the entropy 
of the water is gained. This is followed by a decrease in entropy of the 
polypeptide chain as the structure elements are tightened up and thus 
become less movable. In the same time, as the movement of water and 
the polypeptide chain is altered, the amount of bond energy, enthalpy, 
is changed as well. The protein molecule creates new bonds upon 
folding whereas the number of bonds within the surrounding water 
decreases. Individually, both the native and the denatured states con-
tain a large amount of energy both in form of enthalpy and entropy. 
However, comparing the free energy of the folded and unfolded states, 
the difference between the two states, ∆GD-N, is rather small and typi-
cally only around 2-10kcal/mol. 

Proteins: folding and stability 

Two state folding 
The simplest system for protein folding is the two-state reaction 

where the denatured polypeptide chain folds to a three-dimensional 
structure via a single transition state ensemble (TSE) without accumu-
lating any stable intermediates (Figure 1, left). Many small, single-
domain proteins are well described by this simplistic two-state model 
even though, in some cases, kinetic anomalies hint a more complex 
underlying behaviour. Some of these kinetic anomalies, induced by 
mutations or denaturants will be discussed later on in this thesis in 
terms of unstable intermediates and transition-state movements.  
 

Two criteria for a two-state protein is: (i) equilibrium data must be 
described by a single folding transition (Figure 1, right) and (ii) this 
transition must be independent of the method used for detection i.e. 
fluorescence, circular dichroism, absorbance or NMR (Jackson and 
Fersht 1991). 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a high energy barrier of a two-state folding reac-
tion (left) and an equilibrium titration curve describing a single transition (right). 

 

In a two-state folding reaction (Figure 1, right), the equilibrium 
constant is described as  

 

    (2) 

KD-N = [D]/[N]   (3) 

 

where N is the native state and D is the denatured state. In denaturant-
induced unfolding experiments the linear relationship between the 
logarithm of the rate constant and denaturant concentration 

 

 log KD-N = log  + mOH
N-D

2K D-N [denaturant]  (4) 

 

was experimentally investigated by Tanford in the late 1960’s 
(Tanford 1970) and is routinely used when estimating protein stability 
in absence of denaturant (Fersht 1999). The slope of the line, i.e. the 
mD-N value, is a constant related to the change in accessible surface 
area (ASA) when the protein goes from D to N.  

 

Myers and co-workers have investigated the relationship between 
the change in ASA and m values of 45 proteins with known three di-
mensional crystal structure (Myers, Pace et al. 1995). The m values 
display a compelling correlation with ∆ASA for guanidinium hydro-
chloride (GdmCl) and urea, two of the most commonly used denatur-
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ants. Nevertheless, the assumption of linearity between the logarithm 
of the rate constant and denaturant concentration must, to some extent, 
be taken under consideration as experimental data not always follow 
this role. The deviation from linearity will be further discussed below.  

 

Protein stability can be described as the change in Gibbs free en-
ergy between the denatured state and native state, 

 

∆GD-N = -RTln KD-N = -2.3RTlog KD-N  (5) 

 

where ∆GD-N  is the change in Gibbs free energy between D and N, R 
is the gas constant and T the temperature in degrees Kelvin. Log KD-N 
is derived from kinetic or equilibrium measurements and after ex-
trapolation to zero molar denaturant, ∆GD-N equals the stability of a 
protein in water.  

The kinetics of protein folding 
The information retrieved from an equilibrium experiment is lim-

ited to the stability and size of the specific protein through log KD-N 
and mD-N. It does not say anything about the free energy barrier, the 
TSE or the pathways that are involved in the folding reaction. To get 
further information about the folding mechanism, protein engineering 
and kinetics are helpful tools (Jackson and Fersht 1991). 

With respect to the protein folding kinetics, a first order folding re-
action can be described as  

    
   (6) 

 

where kf  is the rate constant of folding and ku is the rate constant of 
the unfolding reaction. Accordingly, the equilibrium constant is  

 

KD-N = [D]/[N] = ku / kf   (7)  
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The same linear relationship as described for the equilibrium reaction 
is assumed for the folding and unfolding reaction; 

 

log kf = log kf
H2O + mf [denaturant]  (8) 

 

log ku = log ku
H2O + mu [denaturant]  (9) 

 

where the slopes, mf  and  mu , are proportional to the change ASA of 
folding (from D to TSE) and unfolding (from N to TSE), respectively. 
The total change in ASA going from D to N can be written as 

 

mD-N = mu - mf   (10) 

 

From equation 7 it follows that experimental kinetic data gives infor-
mation about protein stability through 

 

log KD-N = log ku- log kf     (11) 

 

as well as information about the position of the transition state (TS) 
along the progress coordinate in terms of βTS values (Tanford 1970; 
Jackson and Fersht 1991) described as 

 

β TS = -mf/mD-N = 1- mu/mD-N.  (12) 

 

The βTS value is commonly used as describing the ASA of the transi-
tion state relative to D and N. A βTS value near one suggests that the 
TSE has very native like compactness whereas a βTS values near zero 
describes a more unfolded or expanded TSE (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. A schematic illustration of kinetic parameters in a two-state folding reac-
tion.  

 

By measuring the folding and unfolding rate constants separately, 
changes in free energy between D and N, D and TS, N and TS as well 
as the degree of compactness of the TSE can be calculated.  

How can we measure the kinetics of protein folding? 
Among the 20 naturally occurring amino acids in proteins, trypto-

phan, tyrosine and phenylalanine have aromatic side of which an elec-
tron can be excited if interacting with a photon with certain energy. 
When the electron is relaxed back to its ground state the emission can 
be seen as fluorescence.  

Tryptophan, the most powerful fluorophore of the three, has an ab-
sorption band at 275-295 nm with emission at 330-350 nm. Dependent 
on whether the fluorophore is in a non polar surrounding in a folded 
core or exposed to the hydrophilic solvent the emission, and so the 
fluorescence, will appear differently. Upon denaturation, the fluores-
cence signal is (most commonly) reduced and the emission maximum 
is shifted towards longer wavelengths (Figure 3). The signal reduction 
in the denatured state is derived from the ability of the exited electrons 
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to transfer some of their energy to the water instead of emitting fluo-
rescence. The fluorescence signal is therefore, in general, lager for the 
native state than for the unfolded state.  

However, the phenomenon of reduced signal is not limited to the 
denatured state only. If the fluorophore in its native structure has 
neighbours (close by residues or solvent molecules) that have the 
property to “steal” some of the energy, the fluorescence signal will be 
reduced as well, i.e. quenching.  

 
Using a fluorescent probe in (un)folding experiments provides local 

structural information in the near region of the probe. In larger protein 
complexes just a fraction of the molecule will contribute to the change 
in fluorescence and, in this case, experimental data will not reflect the 
entire global folding event. However, as long as the transition (D to N) 
is cooperative there is no limit in protein size. Additionally, the 
method is sensitive and low concentrations of protein, in general about 
1 µM, are needed to get enough intensity. 

Proteins have often at least one tryptophan in their amino acid se-
quence and, if not, the probe can be inserted by protein engineering. A 
protein containing multiple fluorophore can, in the same way, be mu-
tated until only one tryptophan is present to simplify the interpretation 
of the fluorescence experiments. If tryptophan is not a possible option, 
tyrosine and phenylalanine possess the same property but to a lower 
extent and can be a good second choice.  
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Figure 3. Change in emission when a fluorophore as tryptophan goes from an unpo-
lar to a polar environment. 

 

In addition to equilibrium measurements, fluorescence is frequently 
used to receive information about the kinetics of the folding reaction. 

By monitoring the change in fluorescence when native protein is 
mixed with a chemical denaturant such as GdmCl or urea, the unfold-
ing rate constant can be measured. In the same way the refolding rate 
constant is obtained when the denaturant is diluted and the denatured 
protein folds back to its native structure. These types of experiments 
are often performed in a stopped-flow apparatus.  

Stopped flow 
In a stopped-flow instrument (Applied photophysics) two solutions 

are rapidly mixed in a predetermined ratio and pushed into an optical 
cell. The reaction is then measured over time as a change in fluores-
cence emission. In the case of protein folding, a volume of protein is 
typically mixed with a 10 times larger volume of unfolding or refold-
ing buffer. The sample is excited at a suitable wavelength and by us-
ing a cut-off filter the emission above a particular wavelength can be 
collected.  

In protein folding, the change in fluorescence typically describes 
first-order relaxation with exponential kinetics (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Raw data from stopped-flow unfolding and refolding experiments.  

 

The change in concentration of native molecules is obtained by fit-
ting a first order exponential equation to the unfolding curve  

 

[N](t) = C1exp(-(kf+ku)t)+C2   (13)  

 

where C1 is the amplitude, C2 is the steady state level and kf+ku are the 
observed rates constant, kobs. At high denaturant concentration kf << ku 
and kobs is dominated by ku. At the transition midpoint kf  = ku and kobs 
are equally influenced by the two. In future discussions, kf  and ku cor-
respond to the observed folding and unfolding rate constants, respec-
tively.  

If the logarithm of the observed unfolding and refolding rate con-
stants is plotted against the denaturant concentration, a v-shaped plot 
commonly known as a chevron plot emerges (Figure 5) (Fersht 1999). 
As discussed earlier, protein stability (log KD-N) is shown to equal log 
ku – log kf, and by extrapolation of the limbs in the chevron plot a ki-
netic value of protein stability in water is obtained.  
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of a chevron plot with kinetic parameters.     

 

In addition to the rate constant, it is important to observe the ampli-
tude obtained from kinetic measurements as the amplitude depends on 
the amount of protein going from one state to another. For instance, if 
the amplitude is less than expected, one can suspect that something 
has happened during the dead time of experiment or that the starting 
material is affected in some way. The amplitude in a kinetic experi-
ment should display a titration vs. denaturant concentration and reach 
half of its value at the transition midpoint.  

It should be noted that the folding event itself may not be the only 
contributor to a change in fluorescence intensity in a kinetic experi-
ment. One also has to consider side reactions such as proline cis-trans 
isomerisation (Branden 1998; Fersht 1999). In most of the 20 different 
amino acids in a polypeptide chain, the side chains are in trans posi-
tion. Proline is the only exception and cis-prolines can occur in tight 
bends of the polypeptide chain and is sometimes involved in activity 
and conformational flexibility of the protein. In proteins that contain 
prolines, the overall structure decides whether the amino acid will be 
in the trans or cis configuration, however, the cis form is much less 
common. Proteins with prolines in trans conformations in the native 
state have a mixture of 20% cis and 80% trans prolines in the dena-
tured state. In this case, almost all of the prolines are in the correct 
conformation upon refolding and the contribution of isomerisation is 
small and on the time scale of 100 seconds. If the actual folding event 
occurs on another time scale it is possible to separate the cis-trans 
isomerisation phase from the folding phase but, in other cases, the 
phases can be coupled and give rise to complex kinetics. Proteins with 
one or more prolines in cis conformation in the native state will, in the 
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denatured state, have most prolines in the incorrect conformation and 
the refolding phase will be dominated by the contribution from the 
isomerisation reactions. The cis-trans isomerisation reaction could 
also affect the amplitude in a refolding experiment as only the proteins 
with prolines in the correct position in the denatured state will fold as 
expected. However, the cis-trans isomerisation will only have influ-
ence on the experimental result if the cis-proline is in a position that 
overall affects the folding reaction.  

Kinetic parameters: what do they tell? 

φ-value analysis 
In the late 80’s, Alan Fersht presented a new method based on pro-

tein engineering and kinetics for studying protein folding; the φ-value 
analysis (Fersht, Leatherbarrow et al. 1987; Fersht, Matouschek et al. 
1992). This method gives site specific information about the folding 
process and can be used as a tool to map the folding nucleus. The 
analysis is based on how a substitution affects the refolding rate con-
stant, ∆log kf, relative to the total destabilisation, ∆log KD-N. The free 
energy of the denatured state is assumed to not be affected by the per-
turbation.  

In principle, φ values describe whether interactions around a chosen 
position are made early in the folding process on the uphill path to the 
TSE or later in the folding reaction. φ values are calculated as 
 

φ = ∆log kf /∆log KD-N   (14) 

 

A φ value of 1 indicates that all native interactions around this par-
ticular residue are present in the TSE. A φ value of zero describes a 
residue with no native interactions in the TSE and, hence, not impor-
tant for the folding reaction. In practice, most φ values are neither 1 
nor zero but somewhere in between and these fractional φ values are 
more complex to interpret. Fractional φ values can be obtained if there 
is “half made” interactions around the mutated residue or a mixture of 
structures where half of the molecules have fully formed interactions 
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and the other half is unfolded. What we observe is the average struc-
ture that looks partially folded/unfolded.  
 

φ values can also be discussed in terms of Brønstedt behavior 
(Fersht, Itzhaki et al. 1994). The slope (β Brønstedt) of the line in a 
Brønstedt plot, ∆log kf or ∆log ku vs ∆log KD-N, describes the ratio 
between ∆∆GTS and ∆∆GD-N and gives us a measure of the average 
amount of bond formation at the TSE (Figure 6). If all positions stud-
ied in a protein probe the same structural formation a perfect linear 
relationship between rate constants and lost bond energy should be 
seen. In reality this perfect relationship does not exist because of the 
complexity of interactions within the folded structure. Despite this 
complexity, it has been shown that proteins follow the Brønstedt be-
havior quite well and the deviation from a perfect linear relationship 
derives from individual contributions to bond energy. A β  Brønstedt 
value of zero indicates that no native bonds are made within the TSE 
and the structure is fully denatured-like. A β Brønstedt value of 1 indi-
cates a complete native-like structure with all interactions present. A 
fractional β Brønstedt of for example 0.3 tells us that about 30% of the 
total native contact energy is present in the TSE.  

 

 
Figure 6. A scattered Brønstedt plot of L23 with β Brønstedt of 0.18 indicating folding 
through a TSE with partially created bonds. High φ values are coded red, intermedi-
ate orange and low yellow as in figure 20. 
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φ values and their reliability 
When using changes in free energy to calculate φ values one has to, 

first, make sure that the total destabilisation, ∆∆GD-N for the mutations, 
is sufficient to get reliable data. Sanchez and Kiefhaber (Sanchez and 
Kiefhaber 2003) reported that φ values for ∆∆GD-N below 1.7 kcal/mol 
should be considered as unreliable whereas Fersht and Sato (Fersht 
and Sato 2004) suggested a lower limit of 0.6 kcal/mol. In the L23 
study (paper II), all φ values involved in the discussions are derived 
from data where the lowest ∆∆GD-N is 1.1 kcal/mol and many of the 
mutations have ∆∆GD-N above 2 kcal/mol. One L23 mutation with 
∆∆GD-N close to zero was excluded from the analysis. The φ-value 
analysis of S6 from Aquifex aeolicus (S6A) is based on ∆∆GD-N above 
1.7 kcal/mol (paper III) and thereby also reliable in terms of destabili-
sation. Furthermore, small destabilisations might result in unreliable 
data but highly destabilised mutations must also be handled with cau-
tion. A perturbation causing a large effect on the total stability may 
not only generate local changes, more global reorganisations might 
have occurred.  

Second, substitutions that cause reorganisation of the native struc-
ture can give misleading free-energy information about the mutated 
residue (Fersht 1999). An increased volume of a side chain will 
probably distort the structure whereas a deletion that creates a small 
cavity is suitable for analysis. It is also important to be careful when 
adding charged groups or change the stereochemistry within the pro-
tein. Residues as prolines and glycines for example, affect the con-
figurational freedom of the polypeptide chain. Glycine increases the 
conformational flexibility of the backbone as the side chain only con-
sists of a single hydrogen atom. The cyclic residue proline is cova-
lently bonded to the nitrogen atom of the backbone and has a re-
stricted effect of the movement/conformation of the polypeptide 
chain. Neither glycine nor proline are suitable residues in this type of 
structural experiments and should not be substituted, from or to, in φ-
value analysis. Addition or removal of positive, negative or polar side 
chains might affect both the native and the denatured state as unpaired 
charged residues might cause structural rearrangement when searching 
new partners, either water or other groups within the protein. How-
ever, kinetic data from a small, non-disruptive, hydrophobic deletion, 
will in a consistent way describe the importance of a particular posi-
tion in the folding reaction.  
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Final, deviations from perfect v-shaped chevron plots such as cur-
vature and kinks must be taken under extra consideration as they af-
fect the calculation of φ values. Furthermore, a very high or very low 
midpoint will result in short unfolding and refolding limb, respec-
tively,  with only a few measuring points. The extrapolated value of 
log ku and log kf will, as a consequence, contain a large error and φ 
values calculated from log ku and log kf in the absence of denaturant 
could thus be misleading. To minimise this problem, φ values can be 
calculated from rate constants at other denaturant concentrations as for 
S6A (paper III) where refolding data at 2 M GdmCl and unfolding data 
at 6 M GdmCl were used. In the L23 study we calculated φ values at 
several different [GdmCl] and they show a slight graduation but the 
nucleation site remained the same (Figure 7).  

 
 

 
Figure 7. φ values of L23 calculated at different [GdmCl].  

 
As more proteins have been characterised it has become apparent 

that ideal linear chevron plots are rather exceptions than the rule. 
However, if conservative substitutions are made throughout the pro-
tein and the kinetic data is analysed in a proper way, φ-value analysis 
is a useful tool to get site-specific information about the transition 
state structure.  

m-value analysis 
The m-values describe the change in ASA when the protein goes 

from one state of compactness to another, for example from D to the 
TS, i.e. mf. Moreover, mu describes the difference in compactness be-
tween the native protein and TS and the entire folding reaction, D to N 
is reflected by  mD-N (see figure 2). The position of the TS on the reac-
tion coordinate, β TS, can be sensitive to mutational or denaturant in-
duced perturbations and this is typically observed as m-value changes 
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in forms of tilts and curvature of the unfolding and/or refolding limb 
of the chevron plot. Tilts caused by mutational perturbation (Figure 8, 
left) or curvature induced by denaturant (Figure 8, right) can be ex-
plained by ground state effects, i.e. alteration of the native or the dena-
tured state, or transition state movements.  

 

 
Figure 8. Chevron plots illustrating m-value changes in forms of tilts (left) and cur-
vature (right). 

Transition-state movement and Hammond behaviour 
Transition state movement observed in protein folding is often dis-

cussed in terms of Hammond behaviour, which is a concept derived 
from physical organic chemistry. In 1955 George S Hammond postu-
lated “if two states, as for example, a transition state and an unstable 
intermediate occur consecutively during a reaction process and have 
nearly the same energy content, their interconversion will involve only 
a small reorganisation of the molecular structure” (Hammond 1955).  

Even though the postulate was based on a reaction between organic 
molecules, it appears to apply also when discussing transition state 
movements in protein folding. The Hammond behaviour is then de-
scribing how destabilisation of the native state (by mutational pertur-
bation, reaction temperature or solvent conditions) results in changes 
of the TSE that becomes more native like.  

Experimentally, in a chevron plot, Hammond behaviour induced by 
mutations could be seen as a decreased slope of the unfolding limb, mu 
and a corresponding increase in mf (Figure 8, left). The total change in 
ASA, mD-N, is not affected because the structure of the native and de-
natured state is the same (Matouschek and Fersht 1993). Denaturant 
induced transition-state movement according to Hammond could be 
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seen as a smooth downward curvature of both limbs of the chevron 
plot (Figure 8, right) (Silow and Oliveberg 1997).  

Barnase is an example of how core mutations and mutations in the 
major α-helix display Hammond shift whereas mutations in other 
parts do not (Matouschek and Fersht 1993). The authors explained this 
rather divergent behaviour as a consequence of a less diffuse nucleus 
with a TSE not involving all parts of the structure.  
 

Transition-state movement according to the Hammond postulate is 
commonly debated in the literature. Recent studies by Kiefhaber and 
co-workers states that true Hammond shift is rarely occurring in fold-
ing reactions and more often a result of structural changes of the 
ground states (D and N), e.g. residual structure in the unfolded state 
(Sanchez and Kiefhaber 2003).  

Hence, it is important to distinguish between true Hammond behav-
iour and m-value changes caused by other factors. In kinetic experi-
ments mutational or denaturant induced perturbations affecting the 
native or denatured state could be seen as tilts or curvature of either 
the refolding or unfolding limb. As a result, β TS is affected and, in 
contrast to true Hammond behaviour, the total change in ASA, i.e. mD-

N, is affected as well. So, to distinguish between “true” Hammond shift 
(Figure 9, left) and ground state effects (Figure 9, right) one has to 
consider both the position of the transition state, β TS and the total m 
value, mD-N, as the parameters by themselves can give misleading in-
formation.  
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Figure 9. Schematic picture of Hammond effect (left) and ground state effects 
(right) illustrated as changes of the free-energy barrier. Left is TS movement accord-
ing to Hammond shift (small dotted line) and right shows how changes of the native 
state (small dotted line) and/or the denatured state (long dotted line) affect the total 
mD-N.  

Scattered Hammond plots  
According to the Hammond postulate, a destabilisation of the native 

state would results in a transition-state shift towards a more native-like 
TSE. In a Hammond plot (mu vs ∆log ku) this can be seen as decreased 
mu as ∆log ku increases. By the same reason as scatter in a Brönstedt 
plot (∆log ku vs ∆log KD-N) (see figure 6) reflects site-specific infor-
mation about early events in the folding reaction, scatter in a 
Hammond plot (mu vs. ∆log ku) gives site-specific information about 
events occuring at the top of the free-energy barrier (Figure 10) 
(Hedberg and Oliveberg 2004). Deviation from perfect Hammond 
behaviour is a result of mutational perturbations that generate a larger 
transition-state shift than expected, and, is related to the heterogenic 
growth of φ values, φ´(β TS) (Figure 11).  
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Figure 10. Scattered Hammond plot of the ribosomal protein L23.  

 

From figure 11 it can be deduced that contacts that form early in the 
folding reaction (high φ values) are not expected to generate scatter in 
the Hammond plot (blue dotted line in figure 11), and nor are those 
that form late in the reaction on the downhill side (low φ values). The 
contacts that will contribute to such scatter are the contacts with high-
est φ-value growth at the barrier top (red dotted line in figure 11) i.e. 
the contacts that are critical for the TS to overcome the entropic bar-
rier. In the protein L23, these contacts are found outside the core cov-
ering the folding nucleus like a second layer of interactions. The scat-
ter thus reflects site-specific information about contact formation 
within the TSE at the top of the free energy barrier.  

The formalism and further argument about how changes of m-
values give information about the folding reaction are discussed in 
summary of paper II.  
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Figure 11. Schematic illustration of transition-state shift according to scatter in the 
Hammond plot. The blue, long-dotted line describes a residue with a high φ value 
where interactions are formed early in the folding process and, so, do not contribute 
to any large transition state shift. The red, short-dotted line shows a residue (inter-
mediate φ value) with high φ-value growth at the barrier top and, thus, causing a 
larger transition state shift than expected due to the Hammond postulate.     

The nature of proteins 

The denatured state 
A lot of effort has been spent on investigating the structural proper-

ties of the denatured state and more detailed information about the 
unfolded protein will increase the understanding of the early events in 
the folding process. 40 years ago Tanford (Tanford 1968) showed that 
at high concentrations of denaturant the polypeptide chain consists 
mostly of random coil although some more ordered structure elements 
still exist.  

Lately, the random-coil theory by Tanford has been under discus-
sion as the structure of an unfolded polypeptide chain at high denatur-
ant conditions might differ from the denatured state under native-like 
conditions. Research points in a direction of a denatured ensemble that 
appears to be quite compact including both secondary structure and 
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hydrophobic clusters. Baker and co-workers investigated the dena-
tured state of a destabilised variant of protein L under native like con-
ditions using NMR methods (Yi, Scalley-Kim et al. 2000). They 
found that the greatest variation from random coil behaviour was na-
tive-like turns in the N-terminal part of the protein and they discuss 
how native-like interactions can limit the number of possible confor-
mations and, so, direct the protein on the right pathway. In another 
study, Shortle and co-worker showed that the small protein staphylo-
coccal nuclease has some native like segments even at 8 M of urea 
(Shortle and Ackerman 2001) and substitution of ten hydrophobic 
residues important for stability, did not affect the native-like structures 
of the denatured state (Ackerman and Shortle 2002).  

Evidence for non-native buried hydrophobic interactions have been 
reported by Crowhurst and co-workers where the single tryptophan 
residue in the drkN SH3 domain is buried in a non-native hydrophobic 
cluster in the unfolded state (Crowhurst, Tollinger et al. 2002). In this 
case, the unfolded state exists under native-like conditions and differs 
from the chemically or thermally denatured structure in which the 
hydrophobic cluster is not present. As a second example of non-native 
hydrophobic interactions, the initial stage in the folding reaction of 
protein HPr consists of a non-native collapse of at least three hydro-
phobic residues (Canet, Lyon et al. 2003). In this case the authors 
suggest that this collapse might be a way to avoid aggregation of the 
unfolded chain.  

In addition, non-native long-range electrostatic interactions has 
been shown to destabilise proteins, not by affecting the native state but 
instead by lowering the free energy of the denatured state (Pace and 
Shaw 2000). 
 

The features of the unfolded polypeptide chain are complex and 
seem to involve a multiplicity of different conformations and interac-
tions, native-like as well as non-native. Many of the theoretical analy-
sis models of the protein folding mechanism are based on the assump-
tion that the free energy of the denatured state is fixed and not altered 
upon perturbation although it has been shown that both mutations and 
environmental factors might affect the denatured state. It is also im-
portant do distinguish between a denaturant induced denatured state 
and the physiological occurring denatured state as they might differ.  
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The native state 
The number of protein structures solved by NMR and crystallogra-

phy grows continuously. Some of these have also been objects of fold-
ing and stability experiments and the characteristic of the native state 
is commonly discussed in literature. As mentioned earlier, proteins are 
in general very complex molecules both when talking about their 
function and their structure. The functional three dimensional struc-
ture seems to be very robust and insensitive to changes in the amino 
acid sequence and/or the surrounding environment. Unpublished 
NMR and CD data of S6 from Thermus thermophilus show that a de-
crease in pH does not affect the native structure to any larger extent 
and altering the charge content on a protein surface still results in the 
same three dimensional arrangement (Loladze and Makhatadze 2002; 
Lopez, Chin et al. 2002).  

 
Additional interest can be given to the features of the folding reac-

tion that maintain, and some times even protect, the native polypeptide 
chain. A typical two state protein folds via a diffuse folding nucleus 
where all parts, more or less, are involved in the TSE (Jackson 1998; 
Fersht 1999; Otzen and Oliveberg 1999). As an essential consequence, 
“fraying” (i.e. local unfolding or fluctuation of the native structure) is 
prevented and this is of great importance to avoid aggregation and 
misfolding (Lindberg, Tangrot et al. 2002; Seeliger, Breward et al. 
2003). This common “all or nothing”-folding behaviour is referred to 
as cooperativity.  

Sometimes cooperativity is suboptimal. One such example is the 
protein S6A (Olofsson, Hansson et al. 2007). S6A has almost identical 
native structure as S6T although the folding nucleus is polarised to-
wards one side of the protein, leaving the rest of the protein free of 
fraying. This polarisation and possible fraying is not a typical action 
for a two state protein and results in negative contribution to the “all 
or nothing”-behaviour. However, in the case of S6A, what is lost in 
cooperativity is to some extent compensated by a buried hydrogen 
bond connecting the nucleated side and the “unfolded” structure to-
gether and so preventing misfolding and aggregation.  

In addition to folding mechanisms that guide the protein to correct 
structure, some proteins are believed to have a more site specific 
guard system to avoid problems. For example, S6T have gatekeeper 
residues that prevent the protein from folding through the “wrong” 
route. These gatekeepers do not contribute to the stability of the native 
state, instead they are suggested to destabilise intermediates primed 
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for misfolding reactions either by electrostatic interactions or by steric 
hindrance of unwanted contacts (Otzen and Oliveberg 1999).  

 

In summary, the native structure seems to be a rigid construction 
quite insensitive to perturbation. This robustness is of particular im-
portance when performing mutational and biophysical methods as for 
example φ-value analysis. When evaluating φ values, one of the cen-
tral statements is that the ground states, D and N, should be structur-
ally unaffected upon mutation. However, when evaluating data from a 
folding experiment all of the above mentioned features of the native 
state and the reaction leading to it need to be considered, this in order 
to prevent incorrect conclusions. 

The role of charged groups and electrostatic interactions 
upon protein folding 

Electrostatic interactions 
In aqueous solution, the most favourable organisation of the amino-

acid chain is to keep the hydrophobic groups within the core, pro-
tected from the surrounding water. The charge and polar residues are 
then left on the surface making hydrogen bonds to the solvent as well 
as to suitable positions within the protein itself. Packing interactions, 
the hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonding are all together stabilis-
ing the native structure of proteins. In this section I will focus on 
charged and polar groups and their interactions within the polypeptide 
chain and to the surrounding solvent.   

 

Noncovalent interactions such as hydrogen bonds, salt bridges and 
long-range electrostatic interactions are all formed in a similar manner 
between a donor and acceptor atom, however, they differ in a few 
ways (Creighton 1993; Ringe 2004).  

In a hydrogen bond, the donor atom (D) has a positive polarised hy-
drogen (H) that interacts with a negatively polarised acceptor atom 
(A) as in figure 12.  
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Figure 12. A hydrogen bond with a donor atom (D) coupled to a hydrogen atom (H) 
that interacts with an acceptor atom (A).  

 

The distance between the donor and acceptor is typically 3 Å and the 
strength of the hydrogen bond is highly dependent of the electronega-
tivities of the donor and acceptor. If either the donor or acceptor atom 
is a charged atom instead of polar the hydrogen bond reaches maxi-
mum strength.  

If both the donor and acceptor are fully charged atoms the interac-
tion is referred to as a salt bridge, the strongest of the electrostatic 
interactions. The strength of a salt bridge is affected by the tendency 
of ionisation and depends, among other thing, of the accessibility to 
the solvent, the property of the solvent and to what extent the interac-
tion is surrounded by hydrophobic groups. In a salt bridge the in-
volved charges are located close to each other in the structure as the 
maximum distance between side chains in order to form an interaction 
is 4 Å (Barlow and Thornton 1983).  

Long-range electrostatic interactions can be strong in a non-polar 
environment but are sensitive to screening water and other polar and 
charged molecules such as salts. The net contribution of long-range 
electrostatic interactions to stability is rather small as they stabilise 
both the native and the denatured state (Pace, Alston et al. 2000).      
 

One might assume that one role of charged side chains in the fold-
ing reaction is to contribute to increased stability by forming strong 
electrostatic interactions. Nevertheless, this is only the case if the na-
tive structure contains charged residues in positions that allow electro-
static contacts. It has been shown that charged groups on the protein 
surface  increases solubility and prevent aggregation rather than in-
crease stability (Makhatadze, Loladze et al. 2003). As an approach to 
study how charged groups affect the stability, Loladze and co-workers 
created a non-charged protein by first eliminate all positive charged 
groups by chemical modification and then protonate the acidic groups 
by lowering the pH (Loladze and Makhatadze 2002). The stability of 
this non-charged protein was then compared to the stability of the 
fully charged protein and shown to be the same.  
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The role of charged residues seems to be manifold but strongly cou-
pled to solubility and to prevent aggregation. In addition, charges are 
in some systems a tool to adjust stability, for example as an adaptation 
to extreme temperatures (Perl, Mueller et al. 2000; Szilagyi and 
Zavodszky 2000). From a more biological point of view, charged 
amino acids are important for regulation, recognition and enzymatic 
reactions in the cell. How, and to what extent the charged residues 
contribute to the folding reaction will be discussed in detail in paper 
IV. In the end, detailed understanding of the role of charged groups 
and electrostatic interactions in the folding reaction will for example 
give us the possibility to control stability when designing new pro-
teins.  

Water and hydration 
A typical soluble protein has both polar and non-polar groups point-

ing out towards the solvent and the water is organised around these 
groups in a structured manner, i.e. the hydration shell. Taken as a 
whole, the hydration shell is ordered as a coherent hydrogen-bond 
pattern and the water structure is affected about 1nm (10 Å) from the 
protein surface (Ebbinghaus, Kim et al. 2007).  

Looking at the arrangement of water in more detail there are differ-
ences in the structure of the shell depending on what kind of residue it 
covers (Makhatadze and Privalov 1993). The water molecules appear 
to be well ordered around polar- and charged residues as they have the 
possibility to make hydrogen bonds to the polypeptide chain (side 
chains and backbone) as well as to the water molecules themselves. In 
contrast, the water around a hydrophobic group are believed to be 
more loosely held and because of the disability to make hydrogen 
bond to the side chain, it hydrogen bonds with one another, creating 
so-called icebergs (Fersht 1999). 

Upon folding, water molecules covering the hydrophobic residues 
are “squeezed” out from the interior of the protein as the hydrophobic 
core is growing (Cheung, Garcia et al. 2002). If no water molecules 
are present inside a protein, the only option for hydrogen bond forma-
tion are between backbone amide protons and carbonyl oxygen as well 
as between buried side-chain hydrogen donors and acceptors. If water 
enters the interior of the protein the peptide hydrogen bonds tend to 
increase in length and, consequently, reduce compactness as well as 
making the protein more flexible (Fischer and Verma 1999; Olano and 
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Rick 2004). Thus, molecular motion is to some extent, controlled by 
the level of internal hydration.  

Chemical denaturants 
Urea and GdmCl (guanidinium hydrochloride) are the most fre-

quently used chemical denaturants in folding experiments, but the 
exact mechanism of how they act is not known. Two models of action 
are often discussed in the literature: (i) the direct binding of denaturant 
to specific/unspecific binding sites of the polypeptide chain and (ii) 
indirect action due to rearrangements of the hydration shell surround-
ing the protein.  
 

Even though urea and GdmCl are very similar in size and structure, 
they differ in charge properties and the efficiency to denature proteins 
(Figure 13). In general, the denaturant concentration needed to reach 
the transition midpoint of unfolding is higher for urea than for GdmCl 
and, therefore, GdmCl is referred to as a more potent denaturant.  

 

 
Figure 13. Schematic illustation of urea (left) and the guanidinium ion (right) 

 

Urea is a simple, polar molecule that happily forms hydrogen bonds 
to water as well as to other molecules (Figure 13, left). When urea 
interacts with proteins, the peptide backbone as well as charged and 
polar side chains are suitable hydrogen bond targets. Work by Thiru-
malai and co-workers provide a direct interaction mechanism of urea 
denaturation where the molecule makes hydrogen bonds to backbone 
and charged residues (O'Brien, Dima et al. 2007). This is in good 
agreement with results from Kiefhabers lab as they also suggest the 
polypeptide backbone to be the major binding site for urea (Moglich, 
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Krieger et al. 2005). The denaturant has no special preference for ei-
ther the native or the unfolded state but as the denaturant concentra-
tion increases the unfolded state is more and more favoured because 
of the increased number of binding sites exposed to the solvent. Sim-
plified, the amount of denaturant molecules needed to unfold a protein 
is often said to be proportional to the change in accessible surface area 
when the polypeptide chain goes from the compact native state to a 
more expanded denatured structure. 

GdmCl is a salt composed of the monovalent, positively charged 
Gdm+ ion with similar appearance as the side chain of arginine, and 
the negatively charged Cl- ion (Figure 13, right). In addition to act as a 
denaturant, GdmCl also possesses an ionic character that increases 
protein stability due to screening effects. A suggested mechanism of 
action is, in similarity to urea denaturation, direct electrostatic interac-
tion with negatively charged residues of the protein as well as the 
backbone of the polypeptide (O'Brien, Dima et al. 2007).  

Linear free energy relation; to be or not to be… 
Independent of “mechanism of action” and the diverge properties of 

chemical denaturants, the experimental data obtained from urea- and 
GdmCl-induced unfolding are generally treated in the same way based 
on a linear dependence between free energy and denaturant concentra-
tion. The linear free energy relation was early seen by Tanford 
(Tanford 1968; Tanford 1970) and since then commonly used to de-
termine the protein stability at zero molar denaturant ( ).  OH

N-D
2G∆

In a perfect system the  calculated from experimental data 
should be insensitive of whether temperature, urea or GdmCl denatu-
ration has been used, but this is far from always the case. About 20 
years ago, Dill and co-workers developed a theory using transfer free 
energy to study denaturant induced unfolding and concluded that urea 
denaturation follows the linear assumption while GdmCl shows a 
more curvilinear behaviour (Alonso and Dill 1991). Years later, Mak-
hatadze drew the same conclusion after summarising thermodynamic 
information about the action of urea and GdmCl (Makhatadze 1999). 
The author claimed that the linear free energy relation used to estimate 
∆G

OH
N-D

2G∆

H2O in urea induced unfolding experiments is “very reasonable if 
not excellent” and the results are highly comparable with temperature-
induced unfolding. In contrast, when using GdmCl as denaturant the 
assumption of linearity will be misleading and the author proposes 
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that this might be a consequence of the ionic nature of the denaturant 
and thus the electrostatic contribution to the unfolding reaction.  

The theoretical results by Makhatadze can be added to experimental 
data of Santoro and Bolen (Santoro and Bolen 1992), where linearity 
of GdmCl was re-established by keeping the ion strength constant in 
the low denaturant concentration interval. By keeping the Cl- concen-
tration at 1.5M or higher, comparable values of ∆GH2O from tempera-
ture- urea- and GdmCl-induced unfolding where obtained.  
 

Even though it is debated whether deviations from linearity derives 
from structural changes in the protein folding reaction, or, if it is cou-
pled to the chemical denaturant used, the linear free energy relation-
ship is still routinely used to determine protein stability in absence of 
denaturant.  
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The model systems 

To be able to understand the structure, function and action of pro-
teins under the complex conditions encountered in vivo, it seems rea-
sonable to first describe small and simple proteins in vitro. The actual 
biological function of the proteins is here of less interest as the pri-
mary focus is set on the protein itself and how it reacts in response to 
different conditions and perturbations.  

The model systems in my work are small single domain proteins 
that fold via a two-state reaction. Furthermore, the proteins all lack 
cysteine residues as well as metals and unfold reversibly upon addi-
tion of GdmCl or urea. In this section the model proteins will be de-
scribed in terms of amino acid composition, structure and other char-
acteristics but also briefly their function from a biological point of 
view.   

L23 
 

In the cell, protein synthesis is performed by a large rRNA-protein 
complex called the ribosome. The ribosome consists of two subunits, 
one large and one small subunit. The small subunit is known to be 
responsible for decoding and translocation while the large subunit is 
involved in peptide bond formation and secretion of newly synthe-
sized proteins.  

L23 is a small protein located close to the exit tunnel of the large ri-
bosomal subunit (Figure 14) (Yusupov, Yusupova et al. 2001). The 
complete function of L23 is not known but the protein has been shown 
to work as a docking site for chaperones thus creating a link between 
synthesis and chaperone assisted folding of proteins (Kramer, Rauch 
et al. 2002; Baram, Pyetan et al. 2005).  
 

L23 from Thermus thermophilus  is a 96 residue protein with 
known three dimensional structure (PDB code 1N88) (Ohman, Rak et 
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al. 2003). It consists of three α-helices packed against a four stranded 
β-sheet in a saddle like manner creating a hydrophobic core (Figure 
14). Strand 3 and 4 are connected by a long flexible loop. This loop 
and one side of the protein surface comprise of a high number of posi-
tively charged residues probably important for the interaction with 
RNA. L23 is here used as a model protein when searching for more 
detailed site-specific information about the folding transition-state 
ensemble (Hedberg and Oliveberg 2004).  

 

 

 

Figure 14. Left is the ribosome from Thermus thermophilus (Korostelev, Trakhanov 
et al. 2006) with the ribosomal protein L23 coloured yellow, the nucleotides col-
oured light blue and the rest of the ribosomal proteins are coloured grey. The ribo-
somal protein S6 coloured green. Right is the ribbon structure of L23 from Thermus 
thermophilus (Ohman, Rak et al. 2003). 

S6A 

 
S6 from the hyperthermophilic bacterium Aquifex aeolicus (S6A) 

forms a complex together with S15, S18 and RNA in the small ribo-
somal subunit (Figure 15) (Agalarov, Sridhar Prasad et al. 2000). S6A 
consists of four antiparallel β-strands and two α-helices and belongs 
to the family of split β−α−β structures (PDB code 2J5A) (Olofsson, 
Hansson et al. 2007). Among the 110 amino acids there is an unusu-
ally high number of aromatic side chains, most of them stacked into 
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the hydrophobic core. The wild type protein contains two tryptophan 
residues and to optimise the fluorescence signal the tryptophan in po-
sition 95 was substituted into phenylalanine and the W95F protein 
were used as pseudo wild type in the folding experiments. 

 

 

Figure 15. S6 from Aquifex aeolicus is one out of many proteins in the small subunit 
of the ribosome and is here shown in a complex together with RNA and the proteins 
S18A and S15A (Agalarov, Sridhar Prasad et al. 2000).   

S6T 

 
Similar to S6A, S6 from Thermus thermophilus (S6T) is a split 

β−α−β protein consisting of two a-helixes packed on top of a four 
stranded antiparallel β-sheet (Figure 16, right) (PDB code 1RIS) 
(Lindahl, Svensson et al. 1994). The hydrophobic core is, however, 
more conventional than the aromatic core of S6A and composed 
mainly of aliphatic side chains. In the 101 residue protein one trypto-
phan is present and, hence, a useful probe in fluorescent folding ex-
periments.  
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Figure 16. Left is the ribosome from Thermus thermophilus (Korostelev, Trakhanov 
et al. 2006) with the ribosomal protein S6 coloured green, the nucleotides coloured 
light blue and the rest of the ribosomal proteins are coloured grey. The ribosomal 
protein L23 is coloured yellow. Right is the ribbon structure of S6T (Lindahl, Svens-
son et al. 1994). 

Charge variants of S6T  
 

To study the role of charged residues in protein folding, proteins 
with different number of charges were expressed, purified, character-
ised and compared. S6T were used as a fully charged wild-type protein 
and with that sequence as a background seven variants were designed; 
S6half charged, S6half basic, S6half carb, S6no carb, S6no basic and S6no charged (Fig-
ure 17).   
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Figure 17. The structure of the fully charged S6wt and five S6 variants with different 
charge content. The acidic residues are spaced filled and coloured red, basic residues 
are spaced filled and coloured blue. The image was created in PyMOL.  

S6wt

S6wt consists of 16 basic residues (positively charged at neutral pH) 
and 16 acidic residues (negatively charged at neutral pH) distributed 
all-over the structure but with a slight polarisation of positive groups 
at one side of the protein. The accumulation of positive groups is in 
agreement with an expected RNA binding site on the protein surface. 
In S6wt, six salt bridges are present in the native state based on a 3.2 
Å distance cut-off (Figure 18) (VMD 1.8.6) (Humphrey, Dalke et al. 
1996).  
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Figure 18. Salt bridges in S6wt (pdb code 1RIS) with a 3.2 Å maximum distance. 
D55-R86 (dark green), E22-R82 (pink), E42-K23 (yellow), E38-R3 (blue), E66-R36 
(light green), E69-R2 (orange). Image created in VMD 1.8.6 (Humphrey, Dalke et 
al. 1996) 

S6half charged

S6half charged has the same net charge as the wild type protein at neu-
tral pH but 7 out of the 16 basic residues and 7 of the 16 acidic resi-
dues are changed into polar amino acids (R2S, K23S, E24Q, E38Q, 
K39S, E41Q, R46S, E69Q, D70N, R77S, E78Q, R82S, D83N, R87S). 
The construct was designed to equally distribute the remaining 
charges along the sequence as well as on the protein surface. After 
removal of the charged groups the remaining number of native salt 
bridges in S6half charged is estimated to only two (D55-R86, E66-R36). 
Kinetic and equilibrium measurement show that even if a large num-
ber of side chains are substituted the stability is only slightly reduced. 
Also, despite the reduced number of charges, the protein is easily 
over-expressed and after cell disruption present in the supernatant.  

S6half basic

S6halfbasic has all acidic residues present as in S6wild type
 but seven out 

of 16 basic residues are changed into serine (R2S, K23S, K39S, R46S, 
R77S, R82S, R87S). The net charge of S6halfbasic (at neutral pH) is -9 
and the remaining charges can form three out of six wild type salt 
bridges (D55-R86, E38-R3, E66-R36). The protein is easily over-
expressed and after cell disruption present in the supernatant.   
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S6half carb 

S6half carb has all basic residues intact but seven out of the 16 acidic 
residues are changed into the corresponding carboxamid (E24Q, 
E38Q, E41Q, E69Q, D70N, E78Q, D83N). The net charge of S6half carb 

is +9 (at neutral pH). In S6half carb
 four out of six wild type salt bridges 

can still be formed (D55-R86, E22-R82, E42-K23, E66-R36) For 
S6half basic and S6half carb the positions of substituted residues are the 
same as for S6half charged. The protein was over expressed with a good 
yield and was after cell disruption present both in the pellet and in the 
supernatant. 

 

S6no carb 

S6no carb is an extremely positively charged protein (at neutral pH) 
with no acidic residues left in the structure (E5Q, D15N, E22Q, E24Q, 
E31Q, E38Q, E41Q, E42Q, D55N, E66Q, E69Q, D70N, D74N, 
E78Q, D83N, E95Q). The net charge at neutral pH is +16. The protein 
was over expressed with a good yield and was after cell disruption 
present as inclusion bodies.  

S6no basic and S6no charges

Two constructs of which one only consists of acidic residues (S6no 

basic) and the other is completely uncharged (S6no charges) were designed 
but, unfortunately, could not be over-expressed. 
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Summary of papers 

PAPER I  
 

The number of proteins investigated in terms of folding is con-
stantly growing and new experimental approaches together with theo-
retical models make it possible to study and predict folding pathways 
at a new level of detail. Comparative analysis has become important to 
confirm patterns among different proteins but, so far, the evaluation of 
data has been hampered by the wildly spread experimental conditions 
under which data have been acquired.  

To overcome some of these problems we have defined a standard 
set of experimental conditions (25ºC, pH 7.0, 50 mM buffer) and, fur-
thermore, we recommend data analysis methods and data reporting 
standards as a benchmark for future experimental studies.  

We initiate this by characterising the folding kinetics and stability 
of 30 two-state proteins under the new standard conditions. Calculated 
parameters, structural information as well as raw data are reported. 
The goal is to set uniform standards for the folding community and 
from now on, make it easier to use, compare and recalculate published 
folding data. 
 

Experimental conditions 
Temperature. The folding reaction is very sensitive to temperature 

and decreasing temperature generates slower unfolding rates. There-
fore, temperature is the experimental condition that needs the most 
stringent treatment to obtain comparable data. 25ºC is suggested to be 
the single temperature used because of three main reasons: (i) 25ºC is 
just above room temperature and an easily maintained temperature via 
controlled heating, (ii) 25ºC is far enough above the freezing point and 
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an acceptable endpoint for most temperature-jump approaches and 
(iii) 25ºC is the most commonly used temperature in previous folding 
experiments and close to the second most used temperature, 22 ºC.  

Denaturants. When considering chemical denaturants, two main 
compounds are used, guanidinium salts and urea. Because of high 
ionic strength of guanidinium and its counter ion, urea is recom-
mended as a first choice. However, urea is generally less potent than 
GdmCl as a denaturant and several small stable proteins do not unfold 
in saturated urea solutions at 25ºC. In that case guanidinium chloride 
or guanidinium thiocyanate could be used.  

Solvent conditions. As folding rates also are dependent on pH and 
ionic strength, the choice of buffer could affect the experimental re-
sults. It is difficult to recommend a single buffer suitable for all pro-
teins and all type of experiments but 50 mM phosphate or HEPES at 
pH 7 is a reasonable choice.  
 

Curve-fitting and models for interpreting kinetic data 
An established way to determine kinetic parameters of the folding 

reaction is to plot denaturant concentration against the logarithm of 
the rate constant resulting in a v-shaped chevron plot. If the slope of 
the limbs in a chevron plot is linear, it is no problem calculating m 
values and extrapolating data to get the rate constant, log k, in the ab-
sence of denaturant.  

However, interpretation of kinetic data is not always straightfor-
ward as the chevron plots sometimes diverge from perfect v-shaped 
appearance (see figure 1 in paper I). If the relationship between log k 
and denaturant is nonlinear, the conventional fitting and extrapolation 
methods generate dubious results. So far, there is no universal fitting 
approach for curved chevron plots but in the paper two alternatives are 
suggested: (i) second-order polynomial extrapolation of the full data 
set and (ii) ordinary linear extrapolation of linear regions at the transi-
tion midpoint. It is also of great interest to report kinetic raw data so 
that the plots could be refitted as new fitting models arise.  

Conclusions 
This study is a first effort to create a compiled data set including a 

large number of different proteins with comparable kinetic data. Here 
we suggest a standard set of experimental conditions, fitting algo-
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rithms and data reporting procedures. Furthermore, we also character-
ised 30 two-state proteins under these suggested standard conditions.   

 

PAPER II  
 

φ-value analysis is currently the only method for obtaining struc-
tural information about the TSE. As a complement to φ-value analysis, 
we have introduced a new method for TS studies based on changes of 
kinetic m values, i.e. scatter in the Hammond plot. The method and 
underlying theory was experimentally tested on the ribosomal protein 
L23, which had not previously been investigated in terms of folding 
and nucleation. 

Stabilisation of L23 by Na2SO4

Folding of a two state protein is described as a reaction that goes 
from one state (D) to another (N) travelling over a high-energy barrier 
without populating any stable intermediates. Nevertheless, these in-
termediates might still exist, they are just too unstable to be detected 
under normal experimental conditions (Otzen and Oliveberg 1999). 
Inorganic salts such as sulphates and phosphates stabilise the native 
state as well as other compact intermediate structures and is some-
times used when working with unstable proteins. In kinetic and equi-
librium experiments the salt induces a midpoint shifts towards a 
higher denaturant concentration. As a result, more refolding data are 
obtained which makes extrapolation and determination of mf values 
more accurate. 

To obtain refolding data even for the most unstable mutants of L23, 
we used 0.23 M Na2SO4 to increase the transition midpoint. Na2SO4 is 
a known stabilising agent that stabilises the native state but also struc-
tured intermediates which can be seen as rollovers in the refolding 
limb of the chevron plot. In this study the rollover at 0.23 M Na2SO4 
is negligible but to make sure that the small curvature of the refolding 
limb does not affect the results, all data points below 1 M GdmCl 
where excluded in the kinetic analysis. The exclusion did not signifi-
cantly affect the results. To further rule out any perturbations from 
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salt-induced intermediates, φ values of several mutants were deter-
mined at zero and 0.23 M Na2SO4 and found to be the same.  

The folding event: φ -value analysis  
To get site specific information about the TSE, 17 hydrophobic 

conservative mutants were constructed and purified as described in 
(Hedberg and Oliveberg 2004). For each mutant, folding and unfold-
ing rate constants were monitored by stopped-flow fluorescence 
measurements between 0-8 M GdmCl and chevron plots were con-
structed (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19.  Chevron plots for wild type (filled circle) and mutant L23, grouped ac-
cording to their φ-values. Units for the rate constants are in s-1. Top panel, Mutants 
with φ > 0.25. V30A (filled square), V81A (filled upward triangle),V43A (open 
downward triangle), I39V (open upward triangle). Middle panel,  Mutants with 0.25 
> φ > 0.10. Y26A (filled square), V49A (filled upward triangle), V51A (open 
downward triangle), V54A (open upward triangle), I80A (filled downward triangle), 
V83A (open circle). Bottom panel, Mutants with φ < 0.10. I8V (filled square), V12A 
(filled upward triangle), L13A (open downward triangle), Y18A (open upward tri-
angle), F21A (filled downward triangle), L57A (open circle), I89A (open square).  

 

The individual φ values of the mutated residues were calculated and 
mapped out on the structure (Figure 20) where the lowest φ values are 
coloured yellow, intermediate orange and the highest red. The position 
of the folding nucleus is polarised towards α-helix 2 and involves con-
tacts between α-helix 2 (V43, I39), β-strand 4 (V81) and the end of β-
strand 2 (V30). Together these side chains form a high φ cluster in the 
aliphatic part of the protein. Although the φ values of the nucleus are 
high compared to the other positions, they are still fractional. Outside 
this nucleus, a layer of weaker contacts close up the central part of the 
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β-sheet by connecting β-strands 4, 3 and 2. The lowest φ values are 
observed near the long loop connecting β-strand 3 and 4 in the periph-
eral C-terminal and in β-strand 1 and α-helix 1. This part of the L23 
structure also defines the aromatic side of the protein. The mutation 
Y18A has a very small change in ∆∆GD-N and was excluded from the 
analysis. 

 

 
Figure 20. The highest values of φ (red) are found in the aliphatic side of the L23 
core, consistent with a pre-nucleus of long-range contacts between V81 in the cen-
tral strand 4, and residues in the helix-2 region. Below are the positions of the mu-
tated residues in the L23 primary sequence. Intermediate φ values are coloured or-
ange and low φ values are coloured yellow.   

 

The hydrophobic core can be divided into one aliphatic and one 
aromatic region where the former is biased towards the N-terminal 
and the latter towards the C-terminal. This pattern has also been seen 
in Villin14T (PDB code 2vik), a protein studied by Choe et al. (Choe, 
Matsudaira et al. 1998). In Villin14T two separate hydrophobic cores 
are located at opposite sides of the five stranded β-sheet and by φ-
value analysis the nucleation site was found be polarised towards the 
aliphatic side of the protein (Figure 21). L23 does not have as clearly 
defined divided hydrophobic core as Villin14T but the folding nucleus 
is, nevertheless, biased towards the more aliphatic region. Interest-
ingly, this “divided hydrophobic core” does not seem to be an excep-
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tional feature for these two proteins. For example, U1A (PDB code 
1URN) seems to have a folding nucleus separated from the aromatic 
rich region. In U1A, the aliphatic high φ region is polarised towards 
the helix-1 side creating an early nucleus together with β-strand 2 and 
3 (Ternstrom, Mayor et al. 1999). The central part of U1A is built up 
mostly of aromatic residues, whereas the helix 2- and strand 4-side are 
completely aliphatic.  

If the separation of an aliphatic folding nucleus and aromatic re-
gions is a coincidence or if it serves to modulate the site of nucleation 
needs further investigation.   
 

Figure 21.  A schematic illustration of the hydropfobic cores in L23 and Villin14T. 
In essence, the core of L23 is “saddle shaped” and clamps one side of the β-sheet. 
The helix 2 side of the core is aliphatic whereas the helix 1 side contains several 
aromatic side chains. Villin14T is structurally similar to L23 but is fully split with 
two hydrophobic cores, one aliphatic and one aromatic, on opposite sides of the β-
sheet. 

 

To summarise the folding events of L23, the initiating point for nu-
cleation is between helix 2 and strand 4 followed by strand 2 and 3 
closing up the hydrophobic core. The φ-value data describe a diffuse 
folding nucleus and an overall native-like transition state ensemble 
typical for a two-state protein.  
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Calculation of φ 
To minimise the effects of altered m values, the φ values were esti-

mated near the transition midpoint at 1.5 M GdmCl. At 1.5 M GdmCl, 
the refolding rate constant is measured directly from the plot and the 
unfolding rate constant is taken from minimally extrapolated data. We 
calculated φ-values at several other GdmCl concentrations as well, 
and, when comparing the actual values, they show a slight variation 
derived from small changes of the individual m values. Nevertheless, 
the overall folding pattern and nucleation site remain the same and are 
not dependent on denaturant concentration. 

Scattered Hammond plots 
φ values provide us with a static picture, a snap shot, of the transi-

tion state structure. In this paper, we provide a second level of site 
specific details about the folding reaction by studying the m-value 
changes upon mutation. In the case of L23 the m-value changes indi-
cate transition state movement according to Hammond-postulate be-
haviour. When plotting mu versus ∆log ku (i.e. a Hammond plot), the 
scatter seems to be beyond experimental errors (Figure 22, left). Com-
pare for example I80A and V83A (Figure 22, right) where the two 
mutations are close to each other in sequence, showing the same φ 
values, have similar ∆log ku but still different mu. 
 

 

 
Figure 22. Hammond behaviour of L23. (Left) Hammond plot (mu versus ∆log ku) 
showing that the scatter of the m values exceeds the experimental errors. (Right) 
Comparison of the unfolding limb between two mutants showing similar ∆log ku but 
different slope of the unfolding limb.   
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One reason for the deviations from ideal Hammond behaviour could 
be ground state effects like partial unfolding of the native state. How-
ever, L23 data shows largest mu changes at positions in the core region 
where native-state fraying seems unlikely to occur. Moreover, the mu-
tations with the smallest ∆mu are located in the late formed N and C 
terminals.  

Therefore, we present another explanation where the Hammond 
shift is related to the growth of contact free energy traversing the bar-
rier top as illustrated in figure 23. 
 

 
Figure 23. Schematic illustration of transition state shift according to scatter in the 
Hammond plot. The green, dotted line describes a mutation with a high φ value 
where interactions are formed early in the folding process and that not contribute to 
any transition state shift, only an increase in the height of the barrier. The blue, dot-
ted line show a mutation with a φ value of zero where all interactions are formed on 
the down-hill side of the barrier. The red, dotted line show a mutation with contacts 
critical for passing the barrier top and thus causing a transition state shift.     

 

The green line in figure 23 show how contacts that are formed early 
in the folding process, on the uphill side of the barrier, will display a 
constant value of φ at the top of the barrier. These contacts will only 
contribute to an expected transition state shift, in agreement with 
Hammond behaviour. Contacts being formed late in the folding reac-
tion (blue line in figure 23) do not affect the transition state to any 
large extent.  

But, contacts displaying a high φ-value growth at the narrow inter-
val of the barrier top (red line in figure 23), i.e. residue of which inter-
actions are formed when passing the barrier top, will cause a larger 
shift than expected and contribute to scatter in the Hammond plot.  

In L23, this growth of contacts appears to be at positions surround-
ing the nucleation site. In figure 24 the residues displaying high φ-
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value growth (∆mu /∆log KD-N ∝ ∂φ/∂β) are coloured blue and is 
shown to cover the nucleation site (red in figure 24) like a second 
layer.   
 

 

 
Figure 24. The highest φ-value growth ∆mu/∆log KD-N ∝ ∂φ/∂β (blue) is observed 
for residues around the high φ initiation site (red).  

Conclusions 
The study of mu-value changes derived from mutational perturba-

tions, reveal a new level of detailed site-specific information about the 
L23 transition-state ensemble. L23 show a classical nucleation-
condensation distribution of fractional φ values and the scatter in the 
Hammond plot depicts the φ-value growth at positions surrounding the 
folding nucleus like a second layer of interactions. The second layer is 
the critical interactions needed to be formed to overcome the entropic 
barrier and, so, bringing the reaction downhill in line with the theo-
retic formalism described in the paper. 
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PAPER III  
As for L23, S6T has been subjected to φ-value analysis to map the 

folding nucleus and the features of the TSE (Otzen, Kristensen et al. 
1999). To further investigate the folding reaction several circular per-
mutants of S6T were constructed and analysed in terms of φ-values 
(Lindberg, Tangrot et al. 2001; Lindberg, Haglund et al. 2006). The 
kinetics and nucleation pattern of the different variants of S6T have 
been compared and discussed in detail by Oliveberg and co-workers 
and they showed that despite individual folding patterns and nuclea-
tion sites for each of the permutants, a common nucleation motif was 
always present; the two-strand-helix motif (Lindberg and Oliveberg 
2007).  

The two-strand-helix motif consists of two β-strands docked on to 
an α-helix and, in contrast to the earlier definition of a foldon, the 
helix and strands do not have to be contiguous in sequence. Further-
more, the two-strand-helix motif corresponds to the size of the small-
est globular proteins and is suggested to contain the least hydrophobic 
mass required to fold. Smaller motifs like zink-fingers and toxins have 
metal ions or disulfide cross links to stabilise the secondary structure 
elements.  

Hypothetically, the simplest two-state protein would consist of one 
single folding motif that limits the possible folding pathways to only 
one (Figure 25, left). Protein structures with multiple motifs (Figure 
25, middle and right) are expected to give rise to a more complex fold-
ing behaviour as it can choose between multiple pathways. However, 
as long as the multiple folding motifs are overlapping, cooperativity is 
favoured and the folding reaction can still be described as a two-state 
reaction (Figure 25, middle). On the other hand, if the motifs are sepa-
rated within the protein structure, intermediates might form and fold-
ing is thus no longer a two-state reaction (Figure 25, right). 
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Figure 25. Schematic illustration of a two-strand-helix motif in three protein mod-
els; a single folding motif (left), overlapping multiple motifs (middle) and separated 
multiple motifs (right).   

 

To further test the idea of a minimal folding motif the folding reac-
tion of a structural very similar protein, S6A, was here examined in 
terms of folding kinetics and nucleation. The crystal structure shows 
that S6A belongs to the split β−α−β family and has the same overall 
native structure and topology as S6T. It consists of four antiparallel β-
strands and two α-helices. The architecture of the hydrophobic core is, 
however, substantially different from that of S6T. As opposed to the 
aliphatic core of S6T (Lindahl, Svensson et al. 1994), the core of S6A 
consists of a high number of stacked aromatic side chains. S6A also 
differs from S6T as it has a buried hydrogen bond that links β strand 1 
and 4 through the interior of the protein (Figure 26).  

 

 
Figure 26. Comparisation of the divergent composition of the hydrophobic core of 
S6A and S6T. The core of S6T is mainly aliphatic (green) whereas the core of S6A 
contains a high proportion of aromatic residues (red). The buried hydrogen bond in 
S6A connecting β1 and β4 is coloured blue.  
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Folding kinetics 
The kinetics of S6T and S6A is notably similar despite the divergent 

core composition of the two proteins. S6A displays a v-shaped chevron 
plot of which the refolding rate constants are almost the same as the 
refolding rate constant of S6T (Figure 27). The unfolding rate con-
stants of S6A is somewhat slower than S6T resulting in a shift of the 
transition midpoint towards higher denaturant concentration and an 
increase in total stability of about 2.3 kcal/mol. In addition to the simi-
lar rate constants, the m values of S6T and S6A are matched as well. At 
low denaturant concentrations the refolding limb of S6A displays a 
slight downward curvature but looking at the linear region of the 
chevron plot both mu and mf displays similar values indicating that the 
size (accessible surface area) of the folding nucleus as well as the 
folded and unfolded states are similar to S6T.  

 

 
Figure 27. Chevron plots of S6T wild type (○), S6A wild type (♦) and S6A pseudo 
wild type variant W95F (•).  

φ -value analysis 
In the mutational analysis of S6A, the m values of the chevron plots 

are not changing to a large extent and the changes in free energy 
(∆∆GH2O) are large enough to make the characterisation of the S6A 
TSE straightforward. The unaffected slopes of both the unfolding and 
refolding limb results in φ-values that are independent of denaturant 
concentration. To circumvent uncertainties generated by curvature at 
low GdmCl concentration, calculations were done from refolding data 
at 2 M GdmCl and unfolding data at 6 M GdmCl.  
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To reduce the effect of experimental error, the φ values were di-
vided into high, medium and low instead of direct numbers. Perturba-
tions leading to φ values above 0.4 were set to high, φ values of 0.4-
0.2 were set to medium and φ values between 0.2 and zero were de-
fined as low. The highest φ values were found for F71A and V69A in 
β3, F29A in α1 and F14A in β1. F67A in β3 and I36A in α1 yield a 
bit lower value but still belong to the high φ value group (Figure 28). 
Positions generating medium φ values (Y10A, V16A, V32A, F35A, 
I43A) belongs, with only one exception, to β1 and α1. The positions 
with high and medium φ values reveal a polarised nucleation site be-
tween β1, β3 and α1 which, as in the S6T wild type and the S6T per-
mutants, represent the common two-strand-helix motif.  
 

 
Figure 28. φ-value distribution in S6A. The highest values of φ (orange) are found 
β3, β1 and α1 in consistence with a nucleus formed by a minimal two-strand-helix 
motif. Intermediate φ values are coloured yellow and low φ values are coloured 
white.   

 

In contrast to the archetypically diffuse nucleus of two-state pro-
teins like S6T (Otzen, Kristensen et al. 1999) and L23 (Hedberg and 
Oliveberg 2004), the nucleus of S6A is polarised towards the α1 side 
of the structure leaving the rest of the protein unstructured in the TSE. 
A polarised nucleus is not in line with natural proteins tendency to 
optimise folding cooperativity and so minimise the risk of local un-
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folding, i.e. fraying (Lindberg, Tangrot et al. 2002; Seeliger, Breward 
et al. 2003). Notably, in the case of S6A, the decrease in folding coop-
erativity caused by the polarised nuclei is somewhat compensated for 
by the buried hydrogen bond between β1 and β4 which most likely 
restricts the flexibility of the α2 side of the protein and thus prevents 
fraying and exposure of sticky sequences that could otherwise be ag-
gregation prone.  

Minimal folding motif 
Previous studies have shown that despite differences in core com-

position, contact order and tertiary structure, proteins within a certain 
structural family seem to follow the same folding mechanism 
(Lindberg and Oliveberg 2007). Proteins in the split β−α−β family 
appear to nucleate via a minimal two-strand-helix motif and our re-
sults show that this motif is also present in the TSE of S6A, just like in 
L23, S6T wild type and S6T permutants among others. S6T wild type 
folds via two overlapping foldons in a parallel manner whereas nu-
cleation of S6T

13-14 permutant is shifted towards the α2 side of the 
protein.  

In this paper we show that nucleation of S6A is polarised to the op-
posite side of the protein, the α1 side.  

Conclusions 
We suggest that the native-state topology has a major role in the 

folding reaction as it determines the number of feasible nucleation 
motifs and thus the accessible folding pathways. If the native topology 
allows more than one possible way to recruit a productive nucleus the 
protein is free to choose between several folding routes. However, the 
minimal nucleation foldon; the two-strand-helix motif is always pre-
sent. So, although the φ distribution for different proteins at a first 
glance may appear very different, the nuclei and the folding mecha-
nism could be similar. 
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PAPER IV  
The actual role of surface exposed charged groups in proteins has 

been subject for considerable discussions. It is well known that 
charged groups on a protein surface contribute to solubility and pre-
vent aggregation (Makhatadze, Loladze et al. 2003) but to what extent 
they contribute to protein stability and the protein folding reaction are 
less clear. To shed further light on the action of charged groups, we 
have modulated the charge content of the ribosomal protein S6 from 
Thermus thermophilus by pH alteration and protein engineering.    

pH dependence and acidic residues 
The pH dependence of S6wt was characterised in presence of urea, a 

non-ionic denaturant and GdmCl, a denaturant with ionic properties. 
In urea, the destabilisation that appears upon increased [H+] is mainly 
a result of increased unfolding rates, although, the refolding rates are 
reduced to some extent. Accordingly, the transition midpoint is shifted 
towards lower urea concentrations as pH decreases. In GdmCl 
(un)folding experiments the position of the transition midpoint is con-
stant over the entire pH interval (pH 6.3 to 2) and the destabilisation is 
primarily due to decreasing m values of unfolding (Figure29).  

 

 
Figure 29. Chevron plots for urea (left) and GdmCl (right) displaying the pH de-
pendence of the protein folding kinetics of S6wt. pH 6.3 (filled circles), pH 4.5 (open 
circles), pH 3.5 (open triangles), pH 2.7 (filled diamonds), pH 2 (open squares).    

 

For S6wt, the pH dependence of the protein stability displays a titra-
tion curve, but levels out below pH 2 where the protein is still folded 
(Figure 30). Since pH-induced destabilisation is coupled to protona-
tion and, hence, interference with electrostatic interactions the pH de-
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pendence is sensitive to alterations of ionic strength. Ions are assumed 
to screen charges and so diminish the electrostatic repulsion.  

Our results show that GdmCl induces a less pronounced pH-
destabilisation compared to urea, and this is most likely due to the 
screening-effect of Cl- ions in GdmCl.  
 

 

 
Figure 30. pH titration of S6wt shows the pH dependence of the protein stability. Left 
is GdmCl-induced unfolding, right is urea-induced unfolding. Filled circles show  
∆GD-N

H2O derived from kinetic measurements, open circles show ∆GD-N
H2O derived 

from equilibrium measurements. Urea-induced equilibrium experiments were per-
formed on the somewhat destabilised pseudo wild type S6L19A. Red dashed line is a 
schematic fit to illustrate the pH dependence. Kinetic ∆GD-N

H2O for S6wt in urea at pH 
1 is 2.8 kcal/mol but as the ionic strength is increased compared to that of other pH, 
data were excluded from the plot.     

 

In an attempt to confirm a pH dependence coupled to protonation 
and, going one step further, also demonstrate that the acidic residues 
are the only target for such protonation, we substituted all glutamic 
acids and aspartic acids in S6wt with glutamine and asparagine, respec-
tively. 

The folding kinetics of this S6no carb variant were compared to S6wt 

and shown to be identical (Figure 31). As the acidic residues are re-
placed the pH dependence is re-established, see S6half carb in figure 31. 
The results confirm a pH dependence coupled to protonation of acidic 
residues, exclusively.  
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Figure 31. The top panel displays a protein, S6no carb (no acidic residues), that is 
completely unaffected by acid. By increasing the number of acidic residues, the pH 
dependence is restored. The middle panel shows that the pH dependence for S6half 

carb (nine acidic residues) is regained and almost all the way to the fully charged 
S6wt, lower panel. pH 6.3 (filled symbols), pH 2 (open symbols) 

Effects in the protein folding reaction 
When altering the charge content in a protein by increasing [H+], 

the destabilisation, that most likely occurs, can be described as an 
electrostatic effect. If, on the other hand, charges are removed by pro-
tein engineering, one also needs to consider the destabilisation caused 
by steric alteration, i.e. the non-electrostatic effect. As electrostatic 
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interactions, more or less, are sensitive to screening of ions an ionic-
strength effect is taken into account as well. 

We show how these effects, the non-electrostatic and electrostatic 
effects, can be separated from each other (Figure 32). Furthermore, we 
have observed an additional component, not related to protein stabil-
ity, which affects the folding kinetics and seems to be linked to the 
number of charged residues and, going one step further, to ion pair 
formation. When the number of possible ion pairs is reduced, the bot-
tom of the chevron plot is shifted upwards.  

We suggest that reduced number of charged groups in a protein di-
minish unspecific ion pair formation during the cause of the folding 
reaction and, hence, speeds up the (un)folding kinetics.   
 

 
Figure 32. Protein stability can be described as a sum of a number of components 
that can be separated experimentally. (a) is a non-electrostatic component, showing 
the increase in stability when asparagine and glutamine in S6no carb are replaced by 
aspartate and glutamate, respectively, but still under protonated conditions (muta-
tional effect). (b) is the contribution from electrostatic interactions when repulsion is 
diminished by ions. A schematic illustration of the effects suggests that the position 
of the bottom of the chevron plot, might be related to ion-pair formation (right). S6no 

carb at pH 2 (blue, filled circles), S6wt at pH 2 (red, filled triangles), S6wt at pH 2 and 
1M of NaCl (green, filled squares) and S6wt at pH 6.3 (black, open circles).  

Conclusions 
We have investigated the pH dependence of the protein stability by 

a combination of conventional pH titration and protein engineering 
and show that the pH dependence between pH 2 and 6.3 is a result of 
protonation of acidic groups. By site-specific mutagenesis, all acidic 
groups in the ribosomal protein S6 were removed and, as a conse-
quence and in contrast to the fully charged S6wt, folding kinetics is 
completely unaffected by decreased pH. Our results further reveal that 
the destabilisation caused by such removal of charges can be divided 
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into two components; an electrostatic effect (by breaking electrostatic 
interactions) and a non-electrostatic effect (caused by mutation). As 
electrostatic interactions are sensitive to screening of ions, we also 
consider the ion-strength effect. The above described effects reflect 
the relationship between charged residues and protein stability but not 
their interference on the kinetics of the folding reaction. Here, we 
suggest that formation of ion pairs is important for modulation of the 
folding kinetics.  
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning på 

svenska 

Alla djur, växter och bakterier består av celler och cellerna innehåller i 
sin tur en mängd olika molekyler tex joner, fetter (lipider), kolhydrater 
och proteiner. Alla dessa molekyler är viktiga för att cellerna ska 
överleva och fullgöra sin funktion.  

Proteiner är uppbyggda av aminosyror till långa kedjor och dessa 
kedjor veckas sedan blixtsnabbt ihop till små nystan. Varje protein får 
då just sin bestämda form och det är den bestämda formen som gör att 
det kan utföra de uppgifter det är menat för. Exempel på sådana 
uppgifter är att känna igen andra molekyler och förmedla budskap, tex 
att starta tillverkning av insulin eller att medverka till att musklerna 
arbetar rätt när vi rör på oss.  
 

I min forskning har jag fokuserat på att i mer detaljerad öka 
förståelsen för proteinvecknings-reaktionen och vilka delar och 
komponenter i proteinet som är viktiga för att veckningen ska gå rätt 
till. Även om proteiner kan liknas vid enkla garnnystan är själva vägen 
till det färdiga nystanet en mycket komplicerad process. När ett 
protein ska vecka ihop sig räcker det inte med att ena änden börjar 
linda ihop sig - alla delar måste stöta samman på en gång, annars 
händer ingenting. Detta kan verka krångligt, men gör så att 
proteinerna antingen veckar ihop sig på rätt sätt eller inte alls. Normalt 
bildas därför inga halvveckade proteiner. Om något i proteinernas 
veckningsmekanism går fel och halvveckade proteiner trots allt bildas 
har dessa en tendens att klibba ihop sig. Sådana ihopklibbade 
proteiner har visat sig vara inblandade i svåra sjukdomar som till 
exempel ALS, galna ko-sjukan och Alzheimers sjukdom.  

Jag har visat att veckningen av proteiner är beroende av att ett visst 
antal delar hittar sin rätta plats, den kritiska kärnan. Detta kan liknas 
med bildningen av en vattendroppe där cirka 100 vattenmolekyler 
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måste komma samman på en gång, annars kommer inte droppen att 
fortsätta växa utan faller omedelbart isär.  

Jag har också kunnat visa att dessa kritiska kontakter alltsom oftast 
är uppbyggda på ett visst sätt. De formar ett specifikt veckningsmotiv 
som i mitt fall består av en α helix och två β strängar (Figure 33).  
 

 
Figure33. Proteinet S6 från bakerien Thermus thermophilus där veckningsmotivet 
som består av en α helix och två β strängar är blåfärgat. 

 

Många ihopveckade proteiner har hydrofoba (feta) delar inne i 
kärnan medan ytan består av laddade eller polära grupper. Hur de 
hydrofoba grupperna bidrar till proteiners stabilitet vet man ganska 
mycket om men hur de laddade grupperna på ytan påverkar 
veckningsprocessen är inte lika klart.  

Jag har studerat dessa laddningar och kommit fram till att de har 
betydelse för veckningshastigheten, dvs hur fort proteinerna hittar sin 
rätta form.   
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